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NEW DOCUMENTARY ‘SCRAP’

Montreal filmmaker Stacey Tenenbaum has seen and appreciated the latter aspect of items that
were destined for the scrap heap, but were given a new lease on life for artistic or environmental
purposes. This is all chronicled in her new documentary “Scrap”.See inside

New to the Market
By appointment only! - 5900 Armstrong #500 in C.S.L.
Elegant 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom condo, all appliances,
1 garage. Many renos! asking $ 564,900 Centris # 12444703

Lauren Marks Vesely
Courtier immobilier
Real Estate Broker
514-944-8336
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New documentary examines
the environmental and artistic
merits of scrap

Everyone knows the common expression
when someone is done with a certain object that has outlived its usefulness; they
just throw it on top of the scrap heap.
However, there are those people who see
that piece of scrap from the top of the
heap and see something that still has its
sense of usefulness in another way, shape
or form; or, as the saying goes, one person’s
trash is another person’s treasure.

An old school bus at Old Car City USA. Credit – Parker Lewis
Spain and India, spoke to them in person accepted at each screening, as part of the
and via Zoom, and found out their unique Canadian Institute for the Blind’s (CNIB)
way of how they built and maintained a “Phone It Forward” campaign.The donated
special relationship to our discarded past. phones will be refurbished and loaded with
“One of the most interesting places I vis- a number of apps. “That way, people with
Montreal filmmaker Stacey Tenenbaum
ited was Old Car City USA in White, Geor- sight impairments can get connected to the
Montreal filmmaker Stacey Tenenbaum gia, in which owner Dean Lewis has over world,” she added.
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that Stacey’s documentaries were
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to have a special attachment to scrap, and
how they have repurposed about to be dis- And keeping in tune with the repurposing
carded metal objects and give them a new theme of “Scrap”, Stacey announced that
life. In order to get their stories, she has during the documentary’s theatrical run in Cell phone recycling at Namo E-waste in
Delhi. Credit – Stacey Tenenbaum
travelled to the U.S.,Thailand, South Korea, August, donations of old cell phones will be
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info@mtlpressurewash.ca
514-951-3328

Paquet de lavage saisonnier biodégradable
Bio-degradable Seasonal wash package
Lavage à pression de l'allée et de la passerelle avant spécial saisonnier
Drive way and front walkway pressure wash seasonal special

NETTOYAGE GRATUIT
DES ORDURES ET DU
BAC DE RECYCLAGE

*
Estimation gratuite

A $45 value

*
*allée 2 voitures (environ 600 pi2, allée 10 marches
*driveway 2 car aprrox 600 sq. ft, walkway 10 stairs

Appelez pour un devis gratuit
mauvaises herbes, détachage en
sus refaire du sable polymérique
après lavage etra terrasses de
piscine, clôtures, passerelles, etc.

514-951-3328
info@mtlpressurewash.ca
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PoutineFest Anjou
Poutine lovers across Quebec will have the
opportunity to gather for the eighth edition of the Grand PoutineFest, an unmissable gourmet event that will take place
throughout the summer in 19 cities across
the province. For its second week, the
Grand PoutineFest will take place at the
Galeries d'Anjou, near the old Sears, from
May 5 to 8, and from May 12 to 15.This
gathering offers Quebecers a culinary experience in a festive summer atmosphere,
with the goal of having a good time with
family and friends, enjoying a good meal,
while giving back to a good cause.
An appealing opportunity to support
Opération Enfant Soleil
FGM Productions, owner of the Grands
Poutinefest, will donate a portion of the
event's earnings to Opération Enfant Soleil.
"Our goal is to raise $125,000 for the
cause. Since we travel across the province
during the Grand PoutineFest, it was important for us to leave a positive mark on
a provincial scale," explains Maude Couillard, General Manager of the Grand FoodFest. Being associated with Opération
• May 7, 2022

Enfant Soleil allows us to give back to many move around in the biggest inflatable
hospitals across Quebec.”
course in Canada; a course of over 300
feet! The perfect activity to get you through
The Grand PoutineFest goes green
the day before enjoying Mademoiselle CroAlways looking to innovate and have a quignoles' Funnel Cake. Many other new
positive impact, the Grand PoutineFest is activities await you on site: cheese curd
taking action to become a 100% zero waste tasting booth, cooking demonstrations,
event in the near future. This year, all pou- Popcorn Lolo, beer-poutine pairings, photo
tines will be served in reusable, dishwasher- booth and more. All the details of the event
safe dishes. It will be mandatory to can be found on Le Grand PoutineFest
purchase the reusable dish with every pou- page.
tine purchase for only $2. For each purchase of the dish, 50 cents will be donated
About the Grand Poutinefest
to Opération Enfant Soleil. In addition,
everything on the site will be recyclable, Since 2014, the Grand Poutinefest has been
offering family and gourmet events where
reusable, or compostable.
a wide variety of poutines are offered by its
Numerous activities and more than
street food trucks throughout Quebec, in
twenty original poutines
Visitors will have free access to the event order to raise funds for a cause. Over 25
site, where more than six street food organizations have benefited from the proftrucks will be offering some twenty differ- its made from the sale of poutines, alcoent combinations of fries, sauce and fresh holic beverages and merchandise over the
cheese. We're talking about braised beef past six years.These famous trucks include
poutine, vegan poutine, general tao poutine, Smoking BBQ, Cantine chez Henri, Greg's
chicken popcorn poutine, keto poutine and Dinner, Smoking Dragon, Mama Caliente
more! This year, you'll have the chance to and Mademoiselle Croquignole.
www.mtltimes.ca
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What’s happening in Montreal
The Montreal Community Cares
Foundation (MCCF) is asking Montrealers who like to walk, and
would like to walk to benefit the future of our city’s youth, at their first
annual Power of Sports Walk-aThon this Saturday (May 7) at Parc
Georges St. Pierre (Oxford Park),
located at 899 Oxford Avenue in
NDG, starting at 11 a.m.
The Walk-a-Thon’s purpose is to
raise necessary funds that will benefit several foundations that support our local youth such as the
Montreal Community Cares Foundation, Red Rush Basketball, the
Patrice Bernier Fund, the Bruny
Surin Foundation and the Otis
Grant & Friends Foundation. The
much-needed funds will help to
untie the various sports clubs, parents, coaches and corporate partners towards their common goal, as
well as purchase athletic equipment,
better train coaches and athletes
that are involved in numerous organizations and schools, and develop leadership programs that are
being conducted by the MCCF.
Schedule to appear and participate at the event include Anthony
Calvillo, Patrice Bernier, Bruny
Surin, 2-time NBA champion Joel
Anthony, Otis Grant, members of
the Red Rush basketball team, the
McGill University football and basketball teams, Broccolini, SDI, plus
youth from a number of local high
schools, community and sports organizations.
To sign up to participate in the
walk-a-thon, or support one of the
participating athletes through a donation, go to:
montrealcommunitycares.com
** *
Fans of comic books, animation,
pop culture and super hero cosplay
are looking forward to the return
of Montreal Comiccon after a twoyear absence. The 2022 edition of
this massive annual gathering will
once again take place at the Palais
de Congres from July 8-10.
And what’s Montreal Comiccon
without its impressive line-up of appearances by special guests that
represent the broad spectrum of
pop culture fandom that’s associated with Comiccons around the
world. This year’s edition includes
Dave Foley (Kids in the Hall), Malcolm McDowell (A Clockwork Orange), Matthew Lewis and Bonnie
Wright from the Harry Potter film
series, Laz Alonso and Jessie T.
Usher from the Amazon Prime series The Boys, James Marsters (Buffy
the Vampire Slayer and Angel),
Bruce Boxleitner (Tron), Jim Beaver

***
(Supernatural, Deadwood, Justified),
and many, many more. Tickets are And while we’re on the subject of
now on sale and can be purchased returning West Island fundraisers,
the annual Strangers in the Night
by going to:
Gourmet Charity Gala makes its
www.montrealcomiccon.com .
return in a spectacular way on August 20 at Complexe Pointe Claire,
located at 6301 Trans-Canada Highway. This night of great food and
great live music will benefit three
charities: the West Island Women’s
Shelter, Friends for Mental Health
and Cure SMA.
Headlining this year’s rock music
show are Motown legends and
Rock & Roll Hall of Fame inductees
The Jacksons, as they entertain the
guests with a selection of their hit
By Stuart Nulman
songs that dominated the charts
during the 70s, such as ABC, The
mtltimes.ca
Love You Save, I Want You Back and
Another Montreal summer festi- Dancing Machine.Also scheduled to
val that is making its grand return perform are legendary Canadian
this year is the Montreal Interna- rock band Honeymoon Suite, less
tional Jazz Festival, in which its 42nd than 4, the Boogie Wonder Band,
edition will take place from June 30 Missy and the Mothetruckers, Hysto July 9. The 2022 line-up features teria, and the Ford-Miller Acoustic
performers for every musical taste, Duo.
whether it be jazz, fusion, blues, Tickets for this year’s Strangers in
world music and even classic rock. the Night gala are $60 (general adRegular festival goers and music mission), $200 (wine and dine) and
buffs are looking forward to seeing $250-$10,000 (table seating). For
(and hearing) such scheduled artists more information, or to buy tickets,
as Bebel Gilberto (July 9), Al Di go to www.strangersinthenight.ca .
** *
Meola (July 4), Jazz at Lincoln CenThe Centaur Theatre is concludter Orchestra with Wynton
ing
its 2021-2022 season on a releMarsalis (June 30), The Manhattan
Transfer (July 7), Colin James (July vant note with the environmentally
3), Jim Zeller (July 9), and The Psy- entertaining A Play for the Living in
chedelic Furs (July 9). To buy your A Time of Extinction, which runs
tickets for this year’s jazz fest in- until May 15. Written by Miranda
Rose Hall, the play centres around
door shows, go to:
Naomi (Warona Setshwaelo), who
www.montrealjazzfest.com .
is an employee for a small theatre
** *
Another major event that is mak- company called Zero Omissions,
ing its comeback after a two-year which stages productions that deal
absence is AMCAL’s Dragon Boat with the environment in general
Challenge, which is taking place on and climate change in particular. On
June 4, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., at the the night of the final performance
Lachine Canal, with its starting of the company’s touring producpoint located at 5524 rue St. tion, the two leads are scared away
Patrick. Participants can register on from the stage as a result of a
their own or as part of a team of bunch of bats flying around. It’s up
up to 20 people; and no paddling to Noami, the company’s research
whiz, to explain the circumstances
experience is necessary.
Costs are $2000 for a 20-person that led to this situation, which
boat, or $100 per person. Monies segues into a dialogue in which she
raised from the Dragon Boat Chal- shares a number of stories based
lenge benefits AMCAL Family Serv- on the research she did for the
ices, a West Island-based non-profit show. The end result is a monocommunity organization that aids logue filled with heart, humour and
youth, young adults and parents a call to action for the sake of preacross the island of Montreal with serving the Earth from the dangers
a wide range of programs such as of climate change. Ms. Setshwaelo
family counseling, school based pro- delivers a personable and passiongrams, community groups, super- ate performance that opens our
vised visitation and residential eyes to the environment that surrounds us as well as its far-reaching
programs.
For more information, contact repercussions. Al Gore and Neil deGrasse Tyson would be proud!
Kim Noble at knoble@amcal.ca .
www.mtltimes.ca
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MURAL Festival announces
the line-up for its 10th edition
The line-up for the 10th edition of the festival, presented by Fizz, which is set to take
place from June 9th to 19th, 2022 in Montreal, was unveiled today.
"The 10th edition offers a high level of
artistic and musical programming, with
some twenty local and international muralists, 13 concerts held across two distinct
sites, and a large number of creative activities for the public. MURAL brings a fresh
look to the Saint-Laurent Boulevard, which
will be pedestrianized for the occasion, by
adorning it with new large-scale murals and
exciting artistic activities", notes PierreAlain Benoît, Executive Director of
MURAL.
Visual Arts Programming
In addition to previously announced
headliner Shepard Fairey (USA), this year's
festival welcomes several other international muralists and visual artists, including:
Caratoes (China), Mando Marie (USA),
Dalkhafine (France), Vexx (Belgium), VJ
Suave (Brazil).
The 10th edition of MURAL also features
a strong contingent of Montreal and Canadian muralists, including: Olivier Bonnard,
Marc-Olivier Lamothe, Drew Young (Vancouver), Danaé Brissonnet, Caroline Monnet, Burnt Toast (Hamilton), Hate Copy
(Toronto), Aliendope, Awie, Melissalikesushi, and more. Montreal-based artists and
multidisciplinary duo Alexis Vaillancourt
and Olivier Bonnard will curate and design
sculptural works and installations in the festival's historic core area on Saint-Laurent
Boulevard.
Musical performances and events on
Saint-Laurent Boulevard
In addition to hosting the creation of
most of the festival's murals, the Saint-Laurent boulevard, pedestrian and accessible
to all for free during the 11 days of MURAL,
will once again be the beating heart of the
event!
MURAL will be hosting 10 concerts, presented by QUB musique, in its historic core
area located in the parking lot of 3527
Saint-Laurent. These events will feature

artists from Quebec, France and the
United States, including:
Klô Pelgag, Kaaris (France), Vladimir
Cauchemar (France), UnoTheActivist
(USA), Evil Giane (USA), Lunice, Planet
Giza, Rowjay, Ouri (Dj set), Hologramme
(Dj set), Thierry Larose, Shreez, Zeina,
Neemz (Palestine), and many more.
Programming partners such as Saintwoods, UNIKORN, House of Work, Bonne
Famille and Montreality also contribute to
some of these concerts.
Tickets for the Saint-Laurent Boulevard
concerts will be on sale from April 28th at
noon via the festival's website at:
muralfestival.com
QUB musique members will be able to
benefit from an exclusive discount for
shows held at the Saint-Laurent site. To
take advantage of this discount and to
enjoy a free month's subscription on the
platform, simply register here: qubmusique.ca
The festival also features live art programming on the boulevard, immersive art programming around Parc du Portugal,
presented by Fizz, and an entire zone dedicated to artistic innovation, presented by
Mercedes. Visitors will be able to participate in art workshops, admire new works
in augmented reality, both static and interactive architectural projections, presented
with MAPP Montreal, as well as original digital installations, including a virtual reality
experience.
10th edition major
concerts in a 2nd zone
As announced on April 5th, MURAL is exploring and activating a 2nd music concert
zone this year.
From Friday, June 10th to Sunday, June
12th, three outdoor concerts will take
place downtown at an outdoor site located
at 650 Peel Street, just south of SaintJacques Street.This site will have a capacity
of just over 4,000 festival-goers and is
within walking distance of the Bonaventure
metro station and downtown arteries.
The major concerts of the 10th edition

of the MURAL festival will bring together
international talents and local artists for
hip-hop, grime, afrobeat and electronic
music performances.
Friday, June 10th: Lil Yachty (USA), Nardo
Wick (USA), Isabella Lovestory and more
Saturday, June 11th: Ayra Starr (Nigeria)
with the Moonshine collective and guests
Sunday, June 12th: Skepta (UK), Lancey
Foux (UK) and more
MURAL benefits from the public financial
support of the Société de développement
du boulevard Saint-Laurent (SDBSL), the
City of Montreal, the borough of Plateau
Mont-Royal, the Conseil des arts de Montréal, the Government of Quebec and the
Government of Canada, the Conseil des
arts et des lettres du Québec, the Institut
Français, the Consulate General of France
in Quebec City, Tourisme Montréal and
Montreal Downtown. Among its corporate
partners, Fizz, Mercedes, Cadillac Fairview,
QUB music, Tik Tok, SAQ, Nespresso, Air
Canada, DRAV, BIXI, Delta Hotels, ChicChoc Rum, Bombay Sapphire, H&M, Canadian Tire, Guru, Bouclair, Simons, Les îles
and Frank and Oak have confirmed their
support for MURAL 2022.

Mtl duct cleaners
• tue les bactéries / kills bacteria
• Prévention incendie (sécheuse) / Fire prevention (dryer)
• Respirer l’air propre / Breath clean air
• réduit l'asthme, les allergies à la poussière
/ reduces asthma, dust allergies
• Gardez votre famille en sécurité / Keep your family safe

Call now

514-951-3328

mtlductcleaning.ca
• May 7, 2022
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L’International des Feux LotoQuébec Returns This Summer

La Ronde is proud to present its 36th edition of L’International des Feux LotoQuébec (IFLQ) in collaboration with Tim
Hortons from June 25 through August 6,
2022. After a two-year hiatus, Montréal’s
sky will light up with outstanding fireworks
display by some of the greatest pyrotechnic
artists in the world. This year’s edition will
feature six countries including a first time
participation for Hungary, a special presentation and tributes to Prince and Genesis.
“We are so pleased to bring back Montréal’s most beloved summer tradition.The
“oohs” and “ahhs” from the elated guests
staring at the skies over Montréal are what
has made this competition the envy of the
entire world since 1985,” said La Ronde
Park President Sophie Emond.
“A partner in the entertainment of Quebecers for more than 50 years, LotoQuébec supports events that generate
significant social and economic benefits in
their community.This is the case of L’International des Feux Loto-Québec, which
• May 7, 2022

promises to bring great emotions to fireworks enthusiasts! We are proud to be part
of it once again this year by collaborating in
the presentation of this major event, which
shines the light on Montreal," says Benoit
Lefrançois, vice-président corporatif au jeu
responsable, aux communications et à la responsabilité sociétale.
Keeping with tradition, Montrealers and
tourists alike will finally get to reunite at La
Ronde for a front row seat to the nine-day
summer event. L’International des Feux
Loto-Québec will open on Saturday, June
25, with a spectacular show called Je me
souviens.This unique presentation will be a
moment to remember the past and celebrate the future. The show will feature
songs by top Québec artists and for the
very first time will include a drone light
show prior to the fireworks display. The
season lineup will pay tribute to Prince with
a 30-minute pyromusical show featuring
fan’s favourite songs such as Kiss, When
Doves Cry and Purple Rain.Then the comwww.mtltimes.ca

petition will officially take over with the
world’s greatest pyrotechnic artists representing Mexico, Hungary, Canada, Italy,
Croatia and England. The six worldrenowned firms will compete to delight
guests of all ages and win the most prestigious award in the industry, the Gold Jupiter.
The event will conclude with an homage to
Genesis, featuring the band’s mega hits from
the 70’s to the 90’s.
L’International des Feux Loto-Québec is
looking for 19 fireworks enthusiasts to
form this year's jury. These individuals will
be charged with the enviable but important
task of attending all of the fireworks presentations at La Ronde, evaluating the performances of each competing firm, and
ranking the six countries that are represented. People interested in becoming
judges should submit their application online at laronde.com by May 29.
Tickets go on sale today. For more information, visit laronde.com.
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W Fort Lauderdale – A hotel
with infinite possibilities
When you think of the W hotel chain
owned by Marriott, the first thing that
comes to mind is a five star stay. The W
Fort Lauderdale certainly delivers.
Just under 460 beautiful decorated
contemporary rooms in two towers, situated directly on the Fort Lauderdale
beach. It screams luxury from the moment you arrive. Most rooms come with
exceptional views of the ocean or intracoastal. Large balconies to take in the
fresh sea air with lovely views of the action down below. The W boasts flat
screen TV’s, DVD Players, iPod docks,
WiFi and designer toiletries. The W
suites offer Bang & Olufsen entertainment system and some offer kitchens.
The W Fort Lauderdale has you covered!
continued on Page 11
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Travelling to the W Fort Lauderdale from
Fort Lauderdale airport is only 10 kilometres making it the perfect stop for some fun
in the sun.
The hotel offers two pools, one overlooking the ocean on the 5th floor and another
pool tucked away in the 2nd tower.
On the lobby level there is elegant bar
called the ‘Living room’ with a huge terrace
overlooking the ocean where you can have
a delicious cocktail before dinner in one of
the two amazing restaurants in the Hotel.
Steak 954 – A smart, modern update of the
classic steakhouse template, this is South
Florida dining that is effortless in its elegance.
Steak 954 takes full advantage of its breathtaking natural surroundings. Sweeping
beach views during the day and luminous
starlit nights set the scene at this luxury
boutique steakhouse, designed with a fresh,
clean nautical feel that draws deep inspiration from the ocean — just look at the
centerpiece reef aquarium, home to live jellyfish that gently undulate as you eat. Meat
and seafood lovers will find plenty of indulgence on the menu, featuring dry-aged
prime and American Wagyu beef, locally
caught fish, decadent side dishes and a
global selection of fine wines and spirits.
El Vez Fort Lauderdale which offers classic
• May 7, 2022

Mexican fare with an emphasis on bajastyle cooking that celebrates the fresh
seafood of the South Florida region.
An array of Guacamoles, Ceviches and
classics likes Mahi Mahi Tacos sit side-byside on the extensive menu along with signature dishes like Grilled Whole Branzino
Baja Style and Traditional Tacos al Carbon.
For those on the move, El Vez also operates
a grab-and-go counter at the entrance to
the restaurant. Hot coffee, fresh pastries,
sandwiches, salads and snacks are served
daily to take to the beach or on the road.
The main pool has an unbelievable bar
and lunch menu. Shrimp cocktail, Fish Taco
to a freshly made Mojito or signature cocktail, the W Pool bar has exactly what you
are craving. Comfy lounge chairs with soft
beach towels will help you slip into vacation mode in minutes.
If the beach is what you are looking for
you just have to walk outside and the W
will have a lounge chair and beach umbrella
waiting for you.
The Fort Lauderdale beach spans for
seven miles of white sand and the W has
the best part of those seven miles.
The Hotel W Fort Lauderdale also offers
its clients:
• 24-hour fitness center
• 2 outdoor pools
www.mtltimes.ca

• Aerobics classes
• Free bicycle rentals
• Full-service spa
• Yoga classes
The Full service spa offers:
• 7 treatment rooms
• Facials
• Manicures and pedicures
• Massage – deep-tissue
• Massage – prenatal
• Massage – sports
• Massage/treatment rooms
• Reflexology
• Spa open daily
P.A.W. – Pets Are Welcome
At W Fort Lauderdale, pets are not just
welcome, they’re pampered. Bring your
four legged friend along to experience our
luxurious W Doggie Bed, Bark Box and curated Pet Menu by Stephen Starr.
Weddings and special occasions
Let the W Fort Lauderdale illuminate your
big day or business meeting with over
35,000 sq. ft. The W Fort Lauderdale takes
great pride in the whatever whenever services.
Book your stay on their website here.You
won’t be sorry.
401 N Fort Lauderdale Beach Blvd, Fort
Lauderdale, FL 33304, United States
1 954-414-8200
11
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Visiting Ethiopia from Canada
Travel Guide

Ethiopia, a nation of contrasts and a genuinely best-kept secret that provides visitors with an abundance of gifts and a
memorable memory, is comparatively
unique compared to the rest of the globe
and gives tourists an unfathomable number
of gifts and an unforgettable number memory for visitors. A rich and extensive history that dates back to the known origins
of humans distinguishes Ethiopia from
other countries in Africa.
The mysterious and tallest ever-standing
monolithic monuments of Axum. The astonishing and perfectly designed rock-hewn
churches of Lalibela, the magnificent and elegant castles of Gondar, the marvelous and
decorated wall of Harar (Jegol), and other
architectural remnants exist today. According to historians, the place testifies to the
great civilizations of Ethiopia that flourished
hundreds of years ago.
So, here in this article, we will talk about
all the necessary things you need to consider if you are traveling to Ethiopia from
Canada. Regarding your travel permit,
Canadians can apply online for an Ethiopian

visa in a very efficient manner, so don’t
worry about that!
Packing for Ethiopian Weather
The weather in Ethiopia varies based on
height; the higher one climbs, the colder it
becomes.Visitors to Ethiopia are advised to
dress in layers so that they may easily add
or remove garments as needed while on
their trip. Pack comfortable clothes composed of lightweight materials and a few
warmer things, such as a jacket or fleece,
for the journey. Walking or comfortable
trekking shoes are required.
In Addis Ababa, the capital city, a wide •
Check to see whether your passport is still
in good condition.
• Verify that your passport is valid for at
least six months beyond the date of arrival
into the country.
•Scan a copy of your passport and send it
to yourself, or keep it in a safe place away
from your belongings.
• Leave a copy of your itinerary with a
trustworthy friend or family who is not accompanying you on your trip.
• Maintain the security of your passport

when traveling.
• Don't leave it alone in your baggage, car,
hotel, or anywhere else.
• Carry it in your money belt, inside your
coat pocket or handbag, or place it in your
hotel’s safe, while you're out.
Health Concerns When Traveling
According to the World Health Organization, more than 900 million foreign travels are performed every year. Therefore,
many individuals are exposed to a wide variety of health dangers when traveling on a
global scale, which should not surprise
them.
To ensure their health and safety when
traveling internationally, international travelers should always be extra cautious since
every area and country in the globe has its
unique set of hazards, customs, and levels
of health care. However, regardless of your
age or destination, properly planning before
going and being in good condition while
traveling will help you have a joyful and
pleasurable vacation.

Boulangerie - Pâtisserie - Charcuterie

MERIDIONALE - CARAVELLA
since 1977

Bread • Pizza • Panini • Taralli
Assortment of Cookies and Amaretti
Pastries • Cakes • Cold Cuts • Cheese
Special occasion cakes • varrity of pasta

(514) 363-2760 / (514) 363-4211
Pina e Franco Ferri owners
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Link Juice: What makes
SEO so important?
SEO is one of the most valuable marketing
strategies available today. However, it may
surprise you to learn that 70% of businesses still aren't using SEO in their marketing strategies.
Often, that's because they don't understand it, but it's easier than you think.There
are three pillars to SEO; your website, your
content marketing strategy, and your backlinks. However, not all backlinks are equal.
Let's talk about link juice and why it's so
important to your off-page SEO strategy.
What is Link Juice?
To understand link juice, you first have to
understand backlinks. Backlinks are the
links from other sites to yours, and they act
as the primary off-page ranking factor in
SEO.
Link juice is an industry term used to describe the amount of domain authority or
"juice" that comes from a given link. For example, a link from the New York Times is
bound to have more juice than a link from
your neighbor's blog.
However, a link from the Financial Times,
a much smaller news outlet, will have more
link juice to a stock trading website, as it is
more relevant in the industry.The only ex-

ception would be if the FT's link is a no-follow link and the NYT's is a do-follow link.
Essentially, the type of link, who it's from,
and its established authority in your industry will determine the link juice on a given
link. Backlinks are essential to an SEO strategy, but some are more valuable than others.
Why is Link Juice so important?
Backlinks are the only way that Google
has to determine a website's authority on
a given topic.While its algorithm is impressive, it can't become an expert on every
topic on the internet, so it relies on other
websites to "vote" for content. A backlink
acts as a vote in your favor.
To establish authority in an industry with
backlinks with little to no link juice, you
would need thousands upon thousands of
links. However, a small handful of links with
a lot of link juice can be just as beneficial
and save you a lot of time on your linkbuilding strategy.
With the right affiliate marketing, you may
only have to reach out to a few websites
instead of thousands, and submit a few
guest posts to them. For more information,
you can check out this post on link juice

and how to get it.
Also, once you build your website ranking,
other businesses will be reaching out to
you to help them establish page authority!
This can mean working out some favorable
deals in the future!
Get some extra credit
Now that you know a little about link juice
and why it's so important, start submitting
guest posts to the high-authority sites in
your industry today.The sooner you do, the
sooner you can start ranking higher on
search engine results pages (SERP).
Start today and stay up to date with our
latest digital marketing news!

$11.50
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Montréal Pride unveils a first
preview of its programming
with the opening
The major performances and activities of
the 15th edition of the Montréal Pride Festival, presented by TD, with its inclusive and
diversified programming, will take place
from August 1 to 7 on the Esplanade of the
Olympic Park as its main site, as well as in
the Village and downtown. The announcement was made today by Montréal Pride
as it unveiled a first series of artists whose
participation in the Festival has already
been confirmed.
A Pride in Tune with the Times
“What a joy it is to be able to plan — at
last! — a reunion of the 2SLGBTQI+ communities at venues that are inclusive, accessible and in line with our ambitions.We
are planning a resolutely festive edition
that will be marked by the discovery or
the rediscovery of both local and international artists," said Simon Gamache, Executive Director of Montréal Pride. "We will
not fail to celebrate the struggles and advances of all sexually and gender diverse
persons, to highlight people who inspire us
through their commitment and daring, to
raise awareness of the issues facing our
communities, and, of course, to advocate
for equity for all," he said. "Today, we want
to signal our Pride as a force that is current, ambitious and unifying."
A Memorable Opening in-Person!
“We are thrilled to welcome festivalgoers back to an iconic space where they
can once again connect with one another,"
said Chris Ngabonziza, Director of Programming for Pride Montréal. "The open• May 7, 2022

ing show promises to be a memorable one
as it will bring together the phenomenal
Congolese-born Montreal DJ and songwriter Pierre Kwenders and the legendary
Diane Dufresne, the first-ever Quebec
artist to fill the Olympic Stadium in 1984
with her unforgettable Magie Rose concert. The two headliners will perform on
the main TD stage on the Esplanade of the
Olympic Park on August 3, starting at 8
p.m.
International Headliners
Other performers announced include
New York-based multimedia performance
artist and gender nonconformist Alok, who
will perform on Monday, August 1 at 8 p.m.
at the Le National theatre in a humorbased show exploring gender, race, trauma,
the sense of belonging and the human condition. Brazilian singer-songwriter Pabllo
Vittar is the most followed drag queen on
social media worldwide with 35 million followers. Recognized as a "next generation
leader" by TIME magazine, she will perform
at the festival's closing show on Sunday,August 7 at 8 p.m.
Two Local Faces for the FeminiX
Evening
FeminiX, an evening, which celebrates sexually and gender diverse women, will feature, among others, Montréal-based queer
and feminist rapper Calamine, whose solo
album - Boulette Proof - earned her 2nd
place in the Francouvertes Contest in
2021, one of the Révélation Radio-Canada
nominations and the Prix Félix-Leclerc at
www.mtltimes.ca

the Francos de Montréal. Atikamekwspeaking singer-songwriter Laura Niquay,
who recently released the album Waska
Matisiwin (Circle of Life), will be presenting
a sensitive and grandiose opus that better
than ever lets her folk-grunge universe
shine. FeminiX will take place on Saturday,
August 6 at 7 p.m.
Events at the Olympic Park Esplanade,
in The Village and Downtown
In order to improve the festival experience and in response to the growing popularity of the Festival, the 2022 Montréal
Pride performances and shows will take
place on the site of the Olympic Park Esplanade.The Festival will also be happening
in the Village, notably during the Community Days on August 5 and 6, on SainteCatherine Street East and in downtown
Montreal, where the Pride Parade will
start from on Sunday, August 7.
“We are very pleased that Montréal
Pride has found its place at the Olympic
Park for several years to come," said Sonia
Provençal, Director, Commercial Development and Programming, Montréal Olympic
Park. "The Olympic Park has always welcomed inclusive events and 2SLGBTQI+
events with open arms and will continue
to do so.”
Note: a virtual festival will also be accessible on the various Montréal Pride web
platforms. More details regarding the
artists and the programming will be announced in coming weeks.
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Valerie Adams of Montreal Chimneys

Photo Credit Nicholas Raymond Kropotkin

Montreal Chimney sweeps &
brick pointing a must!
T'is the season to have your annual chimney maintenance done, before the cold
winter weather rolls into town. Chimney
sweeping is a historic profession which you
may think has gone extinct, however, having
your chimney cleaned and inspected is still
important as ever. Some common chimney
issues include animal nesting, soot build up,
deteriorating brickwork & water damage.
These issues can all be fixed by a professional chimney sweep.
We spoke with Valerie Adams of Montreal
Chimneys, to ask a few questions about the
fate of her profession in our modern age:

Please call Montreal Chimneys for more
information and a free estimate for EPA
certified low emissions fireplace insert required by 2025.
Q: Does my oil furnace chimney
need to be cleaned?
A: Yes, oil furnace chimneys also need cleaning. Everyone who heats with oil, gas or
wood has a chimney. Yearly maintenance
ensures the good working condition of
your furnace and keeps your household
safe. “Wherever you live, annual chimney
maintenance is still necessary. Small repairs
go a long way and can make a very big difference before damage gets worse, and
more expensive." Says Valerie, who has
over 17 years of experience. She goes on
to explain, “If you are not going to use your
fireplace you can seal it up to prevent cold
drafts and water infiltration. This will help
to save on heating bills. Later, if you choose
to upgrade we can easily re-open the flue
and install a wood burning appliance that
conforms to the new regulation."

Q: Can I still use my wood fireplace?
A: We hear this question a lot. Most demerged cities still allow wood burning fireplaces or wood stoves as usual, check local
bylaws for updates. For those living in the
city of Montreal, wood burning is only allowed with the installation of a certified
low emission fireplace insert.
These inserts burn real wood logs or pellets, they are designed to heat the house.
Residents of Montreal can still use their
original fireplace in the case of a blackout Q: What does it cost to have your
chimney looked at?
of 3 hours or more.
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A: It is important to get a professional to
check the condition of your chimney yearly.
Go outside and look up at your chimney. If
you see bricks crumbling you should get
that repaired before winter. A chimney
crown and cap are also very important. If
you have cracks in the concrete chimney
crown, water can leak down and damage
the joints of the masonry brickwork. The
best solution is to fix the masonry and then
install an aluminum crown with a drip edge,
protecting your chimney like an umbrella
for many years to come. We charge $50
for a visit to your home.
Montreal Chimney is a popular chimney
company servicing the island of Montreal
and surrounding areas. Customers agree
that attention to detail, professionalism and
cleanliness sets MC apart from other companies. Montreal Chimneys includes a visual
inspection with each chimney sweep and
estimate for repairs. For more information
on cleaning your chimney or anything related please e-mail:
chemineesmontreal@gmail.com or call 438345-6687
Surely you’re as lucky as lucky can be to
see a chimney inspector & sweeper yearly!
May 7, 20221 •
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Grandad’s Montreal, 1901
by Robert N. Wilkins

New Century Underway. Ushered in by Religious Observances and Clanging Bells, Followed
up by Joyous New Year’s Receptions and Family
Social Festivities” proclaimed the headline on
the front page of The Montreal Star in its January 2, 1901 edition, as it officially welcomed the
first day of the first year of the 20th century.
What lay ahead for Canada’s largest city and
business hub at the time was a landmark year
that would be filled with landmark events, such
as the death of Queen Victoria, the ascension
of King Edward VII to the British throne, a killer
heat wave, and the much anticipated Royal Visit

By Stuart Nulman
mtltimes.ca
in September of the Duke and Duchess of York
and Cornwall (the future King George V and
Queen Mary).
And in between, there were the usual assortment of happenings, goings-on, accomplishments, mishaps and the other minutiae that are
associated with the every day life of a large
Canadian metropolis. And in the days before
radio, television and social media, the chief
source of information for Montreal’s citizens
was the daily newspaper, in particular the much
lamented Montreal Star (a conservative paper
that was a strong supporter of the British
monarchy) and La Presse (a French language
daily that was more liberal in tone).
Over the last few years, local historian and
author Robert N. Wilkins has become known
for chronicling the known and not-so-known
highlights of Montreal’s fascinating history
through articles in The Westmount Examiner
and The Gazette, as well as bestselling books
such as Montreal 1909 and Montreal
Recorder’s Court, 1906. For his latest book,
Wilkins has burrowed through the archives of
the Star and La Presse to present a complete
day-by-day, month-by-month portrait of Montreal at the literal turn of the 20th century with
Grandad’s Montreal, 1901.
Wilkins had a family-related reason to why
he focused on the year 1901 for his book. It
was the year his paternal grandfather, Frederick
Thomas Wilkins, met his bride-to-be (and future paternal grandmother) Lea Therrien at a
tourist lodge located at Beaver Hall Hill; they
married in January of 1902. That’s when the
spark hit Wilkins to find out what life in Montreal was like in the year when his grandparents
first met.
The end result is this 650+-page tome that is
like a literary time machine that will have history buffs, not to mention current and previous
Montreal residents, love every page of it.
This is a year in the life of Montreal at a time
when the British Empire had a strong presence,
18

the population was over 360,000, the Catholic
Church dictated the kind of way of life the city’s
French-speaking population followed, a businessman named Raymond Prefontaine was
completing his second term as mayor (and was
considering running for a third two-year term),
and was a mix of prosperity, grinding poverty,
social horrors, crimes of every nature, plenty
of diversions and entertainment for the family,
and rampant diseases that gave the city a much
dubious reputation for its high infant mortality
rate.
What stood out for me while reading this
book is the reporting style of the Star and La
Presse when they reported on all types of
events that happened at and affected the city.
While the latter paper was written in a style of
French that was simple and very reader-friendly
to even Anglophone readers, the Star’s prose
style was, to put it mildly, kind of flowery, with
a lot of ten-dollar-words peppered throughout
its copy as a means of keeping its snob appeal
to its pro-monarchy readership.Take for example this excerpt from the June 24 edition of the
Star, and its coverage of that year’s St. Jean Baptiste Day celebrations at Lafontaine Park (which
was renamed that day from it’s previous
moniker Logan’s Park):“The lighting of the huge
bonfire, one of the time-honoured customs of
the fete, was accomplished amidst the acclamations of the great gathering, and the stirring
strains of the choir and band, in national airs,
floated out on the night air, taken up by voice
after voice in the mighty throng, and as it died
away a great cheer went up.”
As well, there are many instances in the book
when you see both papers cover a relevant
issue that affected Montreal in 1901 that is just
as relevant 120 years later. For example, this excerpt from the November 23 edition of the
Star which dealt with an outbreak of smallpox
in Montreal, and the vaccination campaign that
took place in the city in order to combat this
epidemic before it could reach fatal high levels
that were similar to the 1885 smallpox epidemic: “Yesterday word was brought to Dr.
Laberge (Dr. Louis Laberge, who at the time
was in charge of the Board of Health Office at
Montreal City Hall) that a drugstore on St.
Denis Street had a big sign out with the following words: ‘Be prepared for compulsory vaccination.’ He at once gave word to have the sign
taken down, which was done. The party who
had put out the sign explained he had done so
simply to sell his vaccine. Dr. Laberge pointed
out, however, that the sign might easily give rise
to much trouble.”
The book is chock full of fascinating stories
about the happenings in Montreal throughout
the year, which range from the sublime to the
mundane, whether it be the continuing complaints raised about the less-than-ideal conditions of its roads and sidewalks (and the
constant inaction of the Prefontaine administration to this and any other important issue
that affected its residents; although city hall’s
many committees met frequently and released
countless reports about what can be done, very
little or nothing was done to resolve these issues, and they were all for the same reason: “no
money”), the annual visit of the Ringling Brothers Circus to Montreal, the numerous balls and
soirees that were held by Montreal’s elite to
benefit a number of charitable causes, the on
field exploits of the Montreal Royals baseball
club (which was seeking a new owner in 1901),
to the latest theatrical offerings at Proctor’s
www.mtltimes.ca

Theatre (which was previously known as Her
Majesty’s, and was soon changed to His
Majesty’s Theatre), the regular goings-on on the
docket filled with minor and petty crimes at the
Montreal Recorder’s Court (which the subject
of Wilkins’ previous book), and the rowdy actions of McGill University students at the beginning of the school year (which was called
“rushes”) that involved pranks, fighting and the
vandalism of one of the decorative arches that
was built for the occasion of the Royal Visit by
the Duke and Duchess of York and Cornwall.
However, one of the most heart-breaking aspect of the book was the items that dealt with
the fate of Montreal’s most innocent victims …
its children.Whether it be getting involved with
all sorts of crimes (mostly robbery and stealing); premature deaths through drowning while
swimming the Lachine Canal, accidental scaldings, being struck by horse-drawn vehicles at
high speeds, ingesting dangerous household
products (including the incident of a three-yearold boy who ate a piece of bread that was
smothered with a brand of rat poison, thinking
it was butter) and disease; living in abject
poverty, or suffering instances of parental neglect, the reader can’t help but feel a sense of
empathy for the children of 1901 Montreal
while reading these examples of rather melodramatic reporting, at a time when social services for the protection of children were few
and far between.
Grandad’s Montreal, 1901 is a fascinating
book that offers a microcosm of the many aspects of life in a continuously evolving large
Canadian metropolis during the Belle Epoque
era that preceded World War I, whether it be
the good, the bad or the very ugly. Robert
Wilkins has done an exhaustive, diligent job sifting through all of those newspaper archives to
present this time capsule in a book, and it certainly shows as you read through each daily
entry with an increasing sense of interest.
Hopefully, Mr. Wilkins will continue with book
projects of this nature that focus on a year in
the life of Montreal’s past (maybe one year per
decade leading up to 1960); it would be a valiant
service to future generations of Montrealers
towards learning about the historical evolution
of the city they call their home.
May 7, 2022 •
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Saving the City
by Daniel Sanger
Montreal will always be regarded as a great
cosmopolitan city. But since the late Jean
Drapeau retired as its mayor in 1986 after
29 years in office, there were times that
Montreal became an ungovernable city.
During municipal election campaigns for
most of that 29-year period, Drapeau and
his Civic Party ran with little or no opposition. That changed in 1974, when the
Montreal Citizens’ Movement (MCM) was
established as a response to Drapeau’s increasing autocratic ways, and ran a field of
candidates during that year’s election.

By Stuart Nulman
mtltimes.ca
As of 1986, when the late Jean Dore was
elected as Montreal’s mayor, and through
the terms of his successors in the mayor’s
chair – Pierre Bourque, Gerald Tremblay,
Michael Applebaum and Denis Coderre –
Montreal became increasingly ungovernable. It became a growing list of urban and
administrative decay. For example, the distinction of being known as the Poverty
Capitol of Canada; the water meter scandal; Applebaum’s 2013 arrest on corruption
charges; the 375th anniversary celebration
debacle; and the Formula E race fiasco.
And like the rise of the MCM starting in
1974, another municipal political party was
being established as a response to the
growing corruption that permeated the
Tremblay administration. During the early
2000s, a party called Projet Montreal was
having its genesis as a grassroots organization under the guidance of Richard Bergeron, a municipal employee who was an
expert in public transportation. Known for
his encyclopedic knowledge of transportation and his ability to compile and write
thorough studies and reports on that subject – that for most part went unnoticed –
Bergeron created Projet Montreal with
some rather environment-oriented platforms in mind, such as bringing back
tramways to the streets of Montreal for
the first time since they were removed in
1959, and turning Montreal into a green,
• May 7, 2022

human-scale type of city.
For the next decade and a half, Projet Montreal – although forming a solid support
base in the Plateau district during its early
years – was going through its share of
growing pains before they became a force
to be reckoned with in municipal politics,
and regarded as a viable alternative to
Denis Coderre’s arrogance of power at city
hall. It all culminated in 2017, with Projet
Montreal’s leader Valerie Plante winning a
convincing victory over Coderre and becoming the first woman to be elected as
Mayor of Montreal.
Daniel Sanger, a veteran journalist who was
practically present at the creation of Projet
Montreal (he worked for the party’s administration arm for nearly 10 years), gives a
fascinating first-hand account of this turbulent period in Montreal’s recent history
with his book Saving the City.
What at first is a book that could be conceived as a dry, cerebral one is actually an
engaging look at modern municipal politics
from the grassroots level in the backrooms,
kitchens, living rooms and church basements where Projet Montreal evolved. And
Sanger’s journalistic background (he was
the founding editor of the lamented and
much missed Montreal Mirror, as well as a
reporter for The Gazette, the Canadian
Press and The Economist) – not to mention
his years as a Projet Montreal insider –
makes him the ideal person to chronicle
the rise of a municipal party from obscurity
to the halls of power.
Sanger’s penchant for detail and thoroughness makes this book read like a political
TV drama a la House of Cards. Richard
Bergeron is seen as the visionary and man
of ideas of this new grassroots party, but
his more scholastic approach to urban affairs and local politics increasingly makes
him the person who should not be the
public face of Projet Montreal; Luc Ferrandez, one of Projet Montreal’s first councilors, is the person who can fulfill that
public face role, but regardless of his commitment to his Plateau constituents, his
self-centred nature and approach to the
duties of a city councilor (he rarely attended party caucus and municipal council
meetings), made him the rebel and enfant
terrible figure, who was filled with the arrogance of power); and Valerie Plante, the
councilor who literally came out of
nowhere, and was known for her progressive attitude when it came to serving her
community – although she was seen as an
individual who wasn’t exactly filled with
ideas or a vast knowledge of urban affairs
– even though the party executive (espewww.mtltimes.ca

cially Bergeron) didn’t think she had what
it took to be part of the team, let alone get
elected to council under the Projet Montreal banner. As well, Sanger gives the
proper due credit to the people who were
the unsung heroes of the rise of Projet
Montreal from its earliest days, like Patrick
Cigana, Christine Gosselin, Francois Limoges and Claude Mainville.
As well, the book is almost like a primer on
how to create a city political party, especially one with a single – yet vital – issue
that forms its foundation. Through their
moves for things like wider sidewalks, more
bike paths and less auto traffic in the downtown core, it shows how Projet Montreal
manage to accomplish these issues that
identified their raison d’etre, but learned
the hard way the mechanics of how a municipal administration operates and the
slow, time-consuming manner it goes
through for such issues to be addressed
and hopefully resolved.
Filled with plenty of backroom maneuvers,
discussions, strategies, personality and ego
clashes, not to mention backhanded betrayals (especially when Bergeron joined forces
with Denis Coderre in 2014 and ran for reelection in 2017 with team Coderre), Saving the City is an important, expansive
work dealing with a chapter of recent Montreal history, and how a small group of progressively-minded people quietly started a
political party with the mission of resuscitating a great Canadian city and making it
governable again.
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Our Alkanet Lavender Soap is not
sold separately. We made it especially for this occasion.
A pure castile soap of saponified
oils: coconut, olive, lavender essential oil.
Lavender is grace, calmness, devotion, elegance.
Alkanet, is a pure purple powder,
not a synthetic soap dye.
Alkanet is bravery, wisdom, spirituality.
Traditionally both lavender and
alkanet have been used on the
skin as naturally cleansing, anti-inflammatory, anti-fungal, calming
and soothing.
Our soap is for perfect skin and
imperfect skin. A natural soap that
loves all of you. An ideal choice for
Mothers and Mother figures. All
skins say thank you.

Wishing all mothers, grandmothers, mothers-in-laws, stepmoms
and all wonderful mother figures,
the best Mother’s Day ever.
Mother’s Day is really every day, as
mothers never stop the giving, loving, caring.
By Martha Shannon
mtltimes.ca

Earth to Body celebrates ‘Mothers’ by creating a special castile
soap of Lavender and Alkanet. We
use only pure, therapeutic quality
essential oils, never synthetic fragrances. Our handmade soaps are
the real thing, pure, no synthetic
chemicals or dyes.
Earth to Body’s
Mother’s Day Creation
Lavender and Alkanet Soap
for all mothers and mother figures
the brave, the sensitive, the
strong
Alkanet Lavender Soap* FREE at
the shop
on all orders over $30.00 (after
discount, before taxes)
PLUS
Mother's Day Ideas
10% off the following at our shop
until Mother’s Day
Tamanu Cream (both sizes)
Skin Care Moisturizer
Argan Moisturizer
Argan oil (both sizes)
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Happy Mother’s Day from Earth
to Body

Lavender and Alkanet
for Mothers

www.mtltimes.ca

STORE HOURS Tuesday to
Saturday 10-4
We stand behind our products.We
give great customer service. Visit us
at natural.ca. Subscribe to our
newsletter. ‘La Boutique Earth to
Body’, 89 Lucerne, Pointe Claire, QC
H9R 2V1) Email info@natural.ca
We are open: Store:Tues,Wed,Thurs,
Fri, Sat: 10-4 For curbside…Call store
during store hours 514-428-0444
Outside hours call : 514-694-0705
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Due to COVID-19 please sign
up for e-mail delivery
- Stay safe!

Keep up with the times!
Social media • Graphics • Videos • websites
We do it all! E-mail for a quote today!
info@mtltimes.ca
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